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In this article, we construct and analyze a
certain manifold X associated with a generalized
Kac-Moody (GKM) algebra. In the case of a
Kac-Moody algebra, X equals the flag manifold
constructed in [3]. So we call this manifold the
flag manifold of the GKM algebra.
We also give certain kinds of line bundles
on the flag manifold X, and determine the spaces
of global sections of the bundles. The author
emphasizes that the analysis of such spaces plays
an important role in the highest weight representation theory in the case of a Kac-Moody
algebra, especially in the proof of the KazhdanLusztig conjecture.

1. A

generalized Kac-Moody algebra. Let
n be a positive integer, I an n-elements set, and
A (aij)i,ji a real matrix indexed by I satis2 or <_ 0, (2) a, < 0 if i 4: j, and
fying (1) a
Z if a 2, and (3) a,in addition a
0 <=> a
0. In this paper, we further assume
that A is symmetrizable.
Let ([gR, II, lI) be a realization of A over R.
We denote by 9R gR (A) the GKM algebra over
R constructed from this realization and the CheI). Then g (A)
valley generators ei, f(i
de_ C (R gR and
are the complex
C ()R
GKM algebra with Caftan matrix A and its Cartan subalgebra, respectively. We use the following standard notations:
Q+- ,Z>ocr, and R _> :/ --R’ Q+,
{x ; [h, x]
o(h)x for all h t}
9a
is the root space for c
b*,
A {a b*\(O};fl. 4:0} is the set of
roots,
A+ A 71 Q+ is the set of positive roots,
and
I r*= {iI;a=2},
re
l’i
{O{.i; i I re} is the set of real simple
roots,
lI re= {&;i I re } is the set of real simple
coroots,

R

’

* (r;i

2 2 /2(Ogi)ci
ri"
the simple reflections,

W

I re) c

*(i

GL(b*)

I re)

are

is the Weyl

group,

P

{

;2 (&)

I re}

Z for all i

is

the set of integral weights,

{, P;2(&) >- 0 for all i I} is
the set of dominant integral weights,
p+ (/re) {/ (E P (&) _> 0 for all i

P+

Ire},
{2 P;2(cr) > 0 for all i I} is
the set of regular dominant integral weights.
We denote by L(2) the irreducible 9-module

P++-

b*.

with highest weight 2
Let V be a -module. If V is expressed as
of the subspaces
the direct sum
de__f
{V ( V "hv [g(h)v for all h }, then we
call the module V-diagonalizable, each subspace
the weight space of weight p, and each
0e_
4= O} a
element of the set P(V)
{/
I re act
weight of V. If in addition ei and f (i
locally nilpotently, V is called integrable.
Let V be an D-diagonalizable g-module with
finite-dimensional weight spaces. We denote by
of the
V* the g-invariant subspace
g-module Home(V, C). We have
(V_
for any a

u. Vu

Vu

Va

*’, V

p(v)(V)*

u)*

(V*),

*.

[}2. Completions of algebras and modules.
Let w W, and put
A + (w) A+ f wA + n+(w)
w
fi+/- (w) II.A/()+., rt+
n+-H./g+.,c- n_+b+ n+.
Clearly, n+/-, rt+/-(w), and n+/- are subalgebras of 9.
Furthermore, the bracket products in
5 (resp.
fl) are naturally extended to n+/- (resp. c), and the
is independent of
definition of the Lie algebra

n

c

W.

Let V be an integrable fl-module such that
P(V) c: (21- Q+) U... U (m- +) for some
2x,..., /m *. We consider the direct product
of weight spaces of V"
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m

V-hE.
ttP(V)

c

Then the action of on V naturally arises from
the action of on V.
On direct product spaces, we always consider direct product topologies. Then all the operations introduced above are continuous. Moreover,
all the topological Lie algebra n are isomorphic to fi
n, where e is the unity of the
Weyl group W.
Let
2 P+(Ie). We denote by (2)
(2) the topological tensor product of ()"-and (’)"--

,

If

,’

--

"

aQ+ ,’O+

P+,

then it is clear that

()@

L(A’) is decomposed into -submodules of the
form (’) with
2 + A’-- O+, and that
L(2 + 2’)appears as a direct summand with

’

multiplicity 1.
By making use of the Campbell-Hausdorff
formula, we can give an algebraic group strucw
ture to the set exp n_, which consists of symbols
exp w (w fi_). Furthermore, we define the actions of exp n_ on Vand on by

(exp x) v

.

for x

Ad(exp z)

def

def

N

.N

[Vol. 71(A),

phic to (C) X fi_ under (2) above, and such
U
that the open covering @
is an atlas.
def
//(C
)m, and call the manifold X the
Put X
flag manifold of ft. We see that the manifold X is
independent of the choice of the sequence A1,...
A1 Am the natural pro,Am. We denote by
jection of / onto X.
4. Infinitesimal actions on the flag manifold. Although X is not defined as a
homogeneous space of a group associated with
we can define an infinitesimal action of on X in
the following way. Let x
and (vl,..., Vm)
@. Thanks to Proposition 1, we can find w W
and g exp n_ such that (xv,...,XVm) belongs to the space

wwW@

c

(Ad (g) W fi_) ( Cv x

which is canonically identified with the tangent
"V. So the correspondence
space at (v,..., Vm)

7" (Vl,...

V

m)

(ad x),

v m) "=

(XVl,...

/,

is considered as a vector field on

0

5v

and the map

,., c.(5: m).
depends only on c(v,..., Vm).
def

Clearly 2r( vm)
So we obtain an infinitesimal action of

(A);(v, v) ’}
(A) "= (A) {0}, and

the following lemma.
Lemma 2. There exists a sequence At,...,
A m of regular dominant integral weights such that
A1,..., A m are linearly independent, and such that

Let

(

1),

the condition

(*) is given by

c on X by

{}5. Line bundles and their global seetions.
be an integral weight. It is easy to prove

ZA +

x

XVm)

x 5: defines an infinitesimal action of
We define a vector field 5: on X by

Let

fi_, v V,

x

where

L7(v

x.

and
fi
Cnstruefin f the flg nNld. Let
A,...,A be a sequence of regular dominant integral weights. Put

{v

x Cvm)

+ ZAm.

.

Ax,..., A m

be the sequence in this lemm
ma. Then any element of (C) is expressed in
A(h)
eAm(h)) with h
the form (e
Furthermore, the map

(cX) m

(e Al(h),...,eAm(h))

I--

e

-’(h)

C

is well-defined and belongs to C[(c)m].
For the manifold / f7/A1
we define an
(7
equivalence relation
on
by

Am,

For each w
of

W,

define an open subset

(Vl,...

by

{ (v,..

v)

PA,(V)

Prosition

(1)

such that each open subset

is diffeomor-

e Am(h) v m e
for some h

-2(h)

c)

Am() e=f ( C)/.
E(/2)
Define
Clearly E(2) is an algebraic line bundle over X,
and each restriction E(A) l,x is a trivial bundle,
W
c(@) (w W) Moreover, we see
where X
that the definition of E(/2) is independent of the
choice of m and the sequence A,..., A m

EAx

Uw

(2) The group (C ) x exp fi acts on
simply
W.
transitively for any w
We consider the complex manifold structure
on

(e a(h) V 1.

0 for any i).

Then we have

1.

Vm, C)
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Let L be the space of global sections s of
E(2) which satisfy
p s C[WX] for all w W, p
Then we can state our main results as follows.
d= 0 <==>/
Theorem 3. (1)
P+ (/re).
p+(ir), then
(2) If

L

Lre(/))*

Here

as

structed
realization

Eao+rn

[4]

([3, 1-Ire, lIre) of (aij)i,jire, 11+
Qi+rn def Q+ \ Qr+e, Qr+e def E iire Zoi,

ot,
with
and Lre(/) is the irreducible
irn
highest weight /. We let u+ act trivially on

re-module

Lre (/2).
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